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Abstract The phenomenon of cold-wake production by tropical storms (TS) in the west-
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ern North Pacific (WNP) was investigated by studying spatial and seasonal patterns in the
occurrence of ‘cold-wake’ and ‘no cold-wake’ TS tracks from 2002 to October 2006. A hypothesis for the origin of cold-wake formation was then made - the passage of a storm over
water with a shallow mixed layer (ML) depth and a large thermocline gradient allows cold
water to be entrained to the surface by the storm, thus causing sea-surface temperatures
(SST) to drop. This hypothesis was then tested by comparing specific cases of TS ML
depths and thermocline gradients via an ocean-atmosphere model, and through direct observations from float profiles. It was found that in all cases the ‘cold-wake’ storms had ML
depths less than or equal to the ‘no cold-wake’ cases, with the mean values from observation derived as: 23.0(1.9)m, 45(4)m and 16(2)m, for a region with two ‘no cold-wake’
cases and one ‘cold-wake’ case respectively.

Introduction TS are tropical
cyclones (TC) that have maximum wind speeds between 34
and 63 knots. The WNP has the
greatest TC activity of all regions, and is the only region
where TC form at all times of the
year. SST cooling in the wake of
a TC, or cold-wakes (Fig 1.), are
well documented for typhoons
and hurricanes, but have not
Fig 1. MW OI SST map of TS Banyan. The cold- been for TS strength TC. New
SST measurement techniques
wake is visible to the SE of the storms location.
from satellite microwave (MW)
interferometers mean that the MW can penetrate the thick cloud associated with the TC.
This is important in TC forecasting as cold-wakes can influence TC intensity.

Method A database of TS was made from UNISYS storm track data for TS in the WNP
from 2002 to Oct 2006, divided into the categories ‘cold-wake’ and ‘no cold-wake’ storms.
Spatial and seasonal patterns were then investigated by comparisons of different regions’
ML depths and thermocline gradients via the Forecasting Ocean Atmosphere Model
(FOAM); and by calculating the mean ML depths associated with specific TS, using observations from Argo floats.

(b) 30°N

Fig 3. Comparison of timeseries for 2005 between water columns at 15°N and 30°N.

Results & Discussion

The following observations are made from Fig 2: (i) all ‘coldwake’ storms occur in the summer and autumn seasons only, (ii) ‘no cold-wake’ storms
occur in all seasons, (iii) ‘cold-wake storms’ are not generally observed south of 20°N or
are contained within the South China Sea (SCS) and (iv) there is a north-south divide between summer and winter TS in the open ocean, also at ~20°N. It was also calculated
from the database of TS that no storms with cold-wakes were generated in 2004, and that
the average maximum wind speed of ‘cold-wake’ storms is 53.89 knots whilst it is 47.5
knots for the ‘no cold-wake’ cases.
This north-south divide between ‘cold-wake’ and ‘no cold-wake’ storms was investigated
by comparing FOAM timeseries, for the year 2005, of water columns at longitudes along
15°N and 30°N where TS activity was observed (Fig. 3). It is seen from Fig. 3 that, on
average, the SST is only warm enough for TS to be generated (>26.5°C) between June
and November at 30°N, whilst SST are warm enough year round at 15°N. In this period
of TS generation at 30°N the warm mixed layer is far shallower than it is at 15°N, where
it is observed to be at an approximately constant depth year round. This lead to the formation of the hypothesis that cold-wake production may be due to TS passing over water
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with a shallow ML depth, allowing cold water to be entrained from below it to the surface.
This was tested by first comparing cross-sections of the WNP at a coordinate where both
‘cold-wake’ and ‘no cold-wake’ storms were observed: 161°E, 28°N (Fig 4.). Here, it is
seen that (c) the cold-wake storm has the shallowest ML at only ~25m, although (a) a no
cold-wake storm has a ML of ~30m, whilst (b) is clearly far deeper at ~50m. The similarity between storms (a) and (c) ML depths may be explained by the differences in their
thermocline gradients, observed at the location of the TS. The thermocline gradient, represented by the yellow to green colour change, is observed to oscillate East to West with
storm (b) occuring near a peak of this oscillation whilst storm (c) occurs when the thermocline gradient is much larger, therefore with colder water closer to the surface. This
lead to the inclusion of the criteria for
a large thermocline gradient into the
cold-wake production hypothesis. A
similar comparison was performed for
storms in the SCS where again the
cold-wake producing storms had the
shallowest ML depth.
To try and assign quantitative values to
the ML depths for the storm comparisons, direct measurements of temperature and pressure (depth), obtained via
Argo floats were plotted (Fig. 5) for
each storm. The dashed lines represent the mean ML depths with values
23.0(1.9)m, 45(4)m and 16(2)m for
Malakas, Maysak and Nalgae respectively, where the error is given by the
standard error in the mean. Again, the
cold-wake TS has been shown to have
to shallowest ML depth, with these
calculated values being consistent with
the FOAM values, as although they are
smaller than the FOAM values, they
predict the ordering of highest to lowest ML depths for the three storms. It Fig 5. Argo float profiles for TS Malakas (red),
is not seen, however, from the Argo Maysak (green) and Nalgae (blue) where the
profiles that the cold-wake storm had dashed lines represent the mean ML depths.
the greatest thermocline gradient.

Conclusion In this project it was found that there is a general pattern for cold-wake
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Fig 2. Map of selected TS tracks, with colours indicating the season they occurred
in and the symbol shape indicates whether they produced a cold-wake or not.

Fig 4. FOAM temperature maps of crosssections along 28°N showing the temperature structure with depth of three TS
where (a) and (b) did not produce coldwakes, whilst (c) did produce a coldwake. The white dashed lines represent
the location of the TS.
Approximate mixed layer depths:
(a) ~30m
(b) ~50m
(c) ~25m

producing storms to occur above 20°N or in the SCS, during summer and autumn, when
the SST are high enough to generate TS in these regions. FOAM indicated that the ML
depth along 15°N is greater than that at 30°N in summer and autumn, and showed a
cold-wake producing TS to have the shallowest ML in a three storm comparison. This
was further validated by Argo observations agreeing with the FOAM predictions. However, the difficulty in obtaining measurements that accurately represent the temperature
structure of the water masses below the TS means that it is demonstrated that a shallow
ML depth may only be a factor in TS cold-wake production.
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